
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The northwest part of the Highlands (Vysocina), the village of Borová u 
Poli�ky, will be the centre of the already 15th three-stage event, this time 
under the name H.S.H. VYSO�INA CUP. 
We have prepared for you courses in attractive terrains of the Highlands. 
New maps will be made for all the stages, in the scale of 1:10000. For 
E1 and E2 the area of the map “Borovský les” will be used, which 
hosted one event of the national Czech Cup in autumn 2006. 
Slightly hilly terrain with harder ground, typical water trenches and a 
large number of vegetation details, that is characteristic of all the three 
stages. For E2 there will be a new map between the village of Budislav 

and the pond Zimka, in which area 
the Czech Team Championship 
took place in 1996, on the map 
“Vochom�rka”. One part of area 
has not been put on a map so far. 
The terrain is interesting because of 

its rocky ground in the valley of the stream 
Desinka. The centre of E2 will be placed at a 
gamekeeper’s lodge Lubenska, situated 5 km 
from the centre of the event in Borová. The 
shuttle transport to the centre of E2 will be 
provided. 
The surroundings of Borová is ideal for trips on 
mountain bikes. The area of Maštale, “paradise 

for 
orient

eering” is not far away from the 
centre.  The O-map Maštale 
will be available for training. 
You can also visit rocky hills 
�ty�i Palice and Rybenské 
Perni�ky. If you want to enjoy 
bathing and swimming, there is 
a charming pool in the forest 

close to the camping. There are two restaurants, public camping and a shopping centre in Borová. 
  
The organizers from the club OB SK Chrast are looking forward to your participation. 
 
The information can be found on webpage of the club SK Chrast: 
http://www.obchrast.com  
 
Direct link for the webpage of the event H.S.H. Vyso�ina Cup 2007: 
http://www.obchrast.com/nz.php?nzid=357  
 

 

m�sto Chrast 

„BOROVÁ offers relaxation as well as sport opportunities in the forests, lovely 
meadows and streams on long slopes of the hills with wonderful views. Lucký 
hill /739 m.n.m/ a Skalka /699 m.n.m/ offer far-reaching views of the Highlands, 
the Eagle mountains (Orlické hory) and Jeseníky. Rocky hills near the villages 
Prose� a Milovy satisfy hikers as well as climbers.” (www.borova.cz) 


